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Installation and operating Instructions OI-206581 
 

1. Place the counter on a level surface. Avoid the influence of direct sunlight or other heat sources. Be aware of that 
ventilation blowouts can affect the temperature in the counter. 

2. Adjust level with the adjustment screws on the legs. If there are wheels, this must be locked. 
3. Ensure that the exhaust fields from refrigeration unit are not blocked. This is placed on the working side on this 

model. A loose ventilation grill for mounting in front is included with the counter. Ventilation fan must be angled 
towards front opening/grate. (Not necessary if there are central cooling) 

4. Insert the plug into an easily accessible 230 V/ 10 A grounded sockets, which is also easily accessible after 
assembly. 

5. If the product should be connected to central cooling, it has to be performed by qualified personnel. 
6. Start cooling by pressing green master switch to start unit. Let cooling go to set temperature before refrigerated 

goods/merchandise can be loaded in. Set temperature can be adjusted by pressing up arrow or down arrow key, 
for higher or lower temperature. Any other adjustment to the thermostat parameters must only be performed by 
qualified personnel. 

7. Defrost water evaporates automatically using a heating element. Milling and steam will occur when the cold 
water hit the hot evaporating pan. 

8. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction 
concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play with 
the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision. 

9. Glass shelves inside glass top cannot be charged with more than 25 kg each.  
10. This model do not have cold counter underneath. The cooling unit is not possible to pull out. 
11. Cleaning: clean the counter inside and outside with mild soap and water. Do not use soap with abrasives on 

hatches, panels and other parts of acrylic plastic. Use an antistatic duster or soft cloth. Cleaning the rails for 
sliding doors: for sliding doors should slide easily, it is important that the rails regularly cleaned and lubricated 
with Vaseline or silicone spray. 

NB! Never use high-pressure water or water hose to clean the refrigerated counter! 

12. Cleaning of the condenser is very important! 

This is what to do: Turn main switch in off position, open door under operating panel. Remove dust with a brush 
or vacuum cleaner from the condenser. If there is lot of fat this can be removed with a fat soluble detergent. 
Avoid unnecessary mess. Do this operation every other month, or more often, according to need. In some dining 
places with a lot of dust there has been a problem with much dust further inside the condenser. Follow 
instructions for service in pt.13, remove unit and blow capacitor clean with compressed air etc. 

13. Service: Turn main switch in off position, pull out main cord. Open door under operating panel, and operating 
panel(attached with 4 pcs screws) Pull cooling unit a little bit towards you, remove strip to evaporate element and 
light superstructure. The whole unit can now be pulled out completely. Reverse order after service. NB! Make 
sure that electrical cords are not pinched by insertion of unit. 

14. Only qualified personnel or service agents are allowed to replace the supply line, if this becomes damaged. 
15. If the luminaire light must be replaced, it has to be replaced with corresponding fixture. (see parts list)  

16. Climate Class: This product is designed for climate class 3, which means that it is intended for use in temperature 
25O C and 60 % humidity. During periods of high humidity, some condensation must be expected. 
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